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First we separate the parts as shown



Then exchange the lighting parts with the white parts below

Return it back to the building (remember to split the plugs to both side)
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Replace the 1x2 plates and white round plate by the lighting part as shown, beware

of the direction of the wires
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Take the parts below away and prepare this lighting part



Put the lighting part on and connect the plug with the one from previous step
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Separate the tan lighting parts and detach the parts from the building as shown

then combine with the lighting 1x3 plate



Put the lighting part back and connect the wire

Remove the two 1x3 plates and replace by the 2x3 lighting plates
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Put the lighting parts back on the building and connect the plugs

Now detach the top of the tower and replace the white round plate by this lighting part
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Get the wire out from the hole of the black cone the put back on the tower

Beware the wire has to be stated in between the studs when plugging it otherwise

it may damage the wire

Connect the plug afterward
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Split the part, take the 1x4 white plate and 1x3 grey plate away and replace by the 

lighting part
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Take the parts out as shown, then we start installing from the part in red circle
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Put the remain parts back on

Then restore the whole part as shown
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Take the red and yellow 1x1 plates away and replaced by the lighting plates

Then combine with the part from previous step
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Split the white plates and the trans black plates as shown



Then put the white 1x2 and the 1x2 trans black with light on top
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Start from the 1x3 grey plate at bottom, take the 1x1 black and 1x2 and put the

lighting parts on



Put another 1x2 white and a 1x2 trans black (without light) on top 

Then install the 1x2 trans black and 1x1 black with lights 
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Then the 1x2 white and 1x1 trans-black (without light)

Then the 1x1 grey tile
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Then install the 1x2 trans black with light on top of the 1x2 white

And combine with the previous parts

This part is done after installing the remain white parts on
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Put the building back, connect the plug and that’s finished
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